Lower Tour information can be found on their website www.SterlingHillMiningMuseum.org

Upper building tour is given by special invitation to Convention participants; cost is free

**Upper Tour on June 9 at 10 am, no cost!**

SUGGESTED THINGS TO BRING:

- light jacket
- camera
- UV lamp
- your best walking shoes
- flashlight
- hard hat

I am attempting to get permission to collect on the mine run dump; if granted, there is a permanent UV lamp facility in this locale.

**Upper Building Tour Information:**

1. minimum 15 minute climb up the hill to the top building – no elevator

2. there are various by-passes to avoid upper building levels

3. there are landings along the stairs where people could rest for a moment, but there are no benches or bathrooms; the only bathroom facility is in the main building near the gift shop and snack bar

4. those afraid of heights may not want to take this tour!

5. the incline conveyor system is approximately a 20° incline, approx. 600 ft. long – there is a bypass for those not wanting to take the walk, however the view from the top is magnificent!

6. there are three upper buildings - two of them are approx. 4 stories high; the third one is about 30 feet

7. in the photographs on the website, you will see a conveyor going across the entry road to a tall building – we will be walking alongside the conveyor and down the staircase inside that tall building to the parking lot
8. the building has not been used since 1986, therefore it’s dusty and has evidence of Mother Nature
9. much of the machinery has been removed, however you can still get a good understanding of the flow of the material
10. all collectible material has been removed from the buildings
11. various areas have been rented out to contractors, so there may be some obstructions that we need to navigate around
12. the tour will take about 2.5 hours, start to finish
You will not need your UV lamp on the Upper Tour. More info will follow, as it becomes available. If necessary Mel will give two Upper Building tours. If you have any questions, feel free to call.

Mil LeCompte
609-458-7763

PLEASE LET US KNOW IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE TOUR!